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Protein AMPylation is a highly abundant post‐translational modification (PTM)[1](#cbic201900716-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} regulating unfolded protein response (UPR),[2](#cbic201900716-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#cbic201900716-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#cbic201900716-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} differentiation of neural progenitors and α‐synuclein modification.[5](#cbic201900716-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#cbic201900716-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} AMPylation is catalyzed by AMP transferases (AMPylators), which transfer adenosine 5′‐*O*‐monophosphate from substrate ATP onto Ser, Thr or Tyr residues in target proteins (Scheme [1](#cbic201900716-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"} A).[1](#cbic201900716-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#cbic201900716-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} The only AMPylators in human cells identified so far are FICD and SELO.[2](#cbic201900716-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#cbic201900716-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#cbic201900716-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} FICD contains an evolutionarily conserved catalytic Fic domain and an N‐terminal inhibition loop responsible for switches between the AMPylation and the deAMPylation activity of the enzyme.[8](#cbic201900716-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#cbic201900716-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

![Protein AMPylation and probes suitable for labelling in living cells. A) Schematic representation of protein AMPylation. B) Previously published probe pro‐N6pA. C) Structure of the probe pro‐N6azA introduced in this study.](CBIC-21-1285-g003){#cbic201900716-fig-5001}

Several methods have previously been employed for the investigation of protein AMPylation; they include the use of radiolabelled or isotope‐labelled ATP analogues[10](#cbic201900716-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#cbic201900716-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} as well as approaches utilizing a N6pATP probe[12](#cbic201900716-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} or anti‐AMP‐Thr/Tyr antibodies.[13](#cbic201900716-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#cbic201900716-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} However, none of these methods is applicable to monitoring of AMPylation directly in living cells, due to a lack of cell permeability of ATP analogues.

Recently, our group developed a cell‐permeable pro‐N6pA probe[15](#cbic201900716-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} containing a phosphoramidate moiety to improve cell permeability and to avoid the first intracellular phosphorylation step, which is considered to be critical (Scheme [1](#cbic201900716-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"} B).[16](#cbic201900716-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Metabolic activation of this probe thus yielded a sufficient concentration of the active N6pATP necessary to compete with inherently present endogenous ATP. Furthermore, the propargyl group of pro‐N6pA enabled the enrichment of modified proteins through LC‐MS/MS. Nevertheless, pro‐N6pA is less suited for fluorescence labelling of AMPylated proteins in living cells because the Cu^I^ usually used for click chemistry is cytotoxic and the overall yield is rather low.[17](#cbic201900716-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

One major unsolved challenge in protein AMPylation research is, therefore, to monitor the dynamics of this PTM directly in living cells, in particular during endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, activated UPR or neural development. The detection of differences in AMPylation levels and targets might help to elucidate the function of this PTM in these key cellular processes. To achieve these goals, there is a strong need to advance new adenosine analogues for imaging of AMPylated proteins in living cells.

Herein, we introduce pro‐N6azA (Scheme [1](#cbic201900716-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"} C), an *N* ^6^‐(2‐azidoethynyl)adenosine phosphoramidate, as a probe for AMPylation that allows the pronucleotide strategy[16](#cbic201900716-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} to be combined with strain‐promoted azide--alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC)[18](#cbic201900716-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} and Staudinger ligation[19](#cbic201900716-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} with an affinity tag or fluorescence reporter in living cells. The synthesis of pro‐N6azA (Scheme [2](#cbic201900716-fig-5002){ref-type="fig"} and Figure S1 in the Supporting Information) was carried out by use of a reported procedure for the preparation of *N* ^6^‐(2‐azidoethynyl)adenosine (**1**) starting with a nucleophilic aromatic substitution of 6‐chloropurine riboside with 2‐azidoethylamine. We have further developed the synthetic route to the corresponding pro‐N6azA phosphoramidate prodrug through the introduction of the acetonide protecting group onto the 2′‐ and 3′‐hydroxy groups to afford compound **2**.[20](#cbic201900716-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Subsequent treatment of the accessible primary 5′‐hydroxy group with benzyl (chloro(phenoxy)phosphoryl)alaninate[21](#cbic201900716-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#cbic201900716-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} in the presence of *t*BuMgCl yielded the 2′,3′‐dihydroxy‐protected *N* ^6^‐(2‐azidoethyl)adenosine phosphoramidate **3**. Removal of the acetonide gave the desired pro‐N6azA probe.

![Synthesis of pro‐N6azA probe. a) 2‐Azidoethylamine, Et~3~N, EtOH, 60 °C, overnight, 90 %; b) Me~2~C(OMe)~2~, 10 % TsOH, acetone, RT, 2 h, 74 %; c) benzyl (chloro(phenoxy)phosphoryl)alaninate, *t*BuMgCl, THF, RT, overnight, 74 %; d) 90 % TFA, RT, 1 h, 89 %.](CBIC-21-1285-g004){#cbic201900716-fig-5002}

To test the utility of the probe for application in living cells, we measured its cytotoxicity by means of the 3‐(4,5‐dimethylthiazol‐2‐yl)‐2,5‐diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) proliferation assay. Only low cytotoxicity, with an IC~50~ of 239.2 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, towards HeLa cells was observed (Figure S2). Next, we tested whether the pro‐N6azA probe would be accepted as a substrate by endogenous AMPylators in HeLa cells, through fluorescence labelling and in‐gel analysis. After treatment of HeLa cells with 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} of the pro‐N6azA probe for 16 h, the cells were lysed, and labelled proteins were tagged by SPAAC with DBCO‐PEG‐TAMRA and separated by SDS‐PAGE. Fluorescence scanning revealed numerous potential protein targets, whereas minimal unspecific coupling of the DBCO reagent was observed in the case of the DMSO control (Figure [1](#cbic201900716-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} A).

![Chemical proteomics approach. A) Fluorescence scan of PAGE‐separated proteins labelled with the pro‐N6azA probe in living cells and tagged with DBCO‐TAMRA. B) Schematic representation of chemical proteomic protocol. C) Volcano plot showing N6azA‐enriched proteins. Proteins previously identified with the pro‐N6pA probe are highlighted in green. Proteins additionally identified by the pro‐N6azA probe are highlighted in red.](CBIC-21-1285-g001){#cbic201900716-fig-0001}

To identify the protein targets of the pro‐N6azA probe we carried out a MS‐based chemical proteomics experiment (Figure [1](#cbic201900716-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} B).[23](#cbic201900716-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#cbic201900716-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Intact HeLa cells were treated with the pro‐N6azA probe at 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} final concentration.

Subsequently, modified proteins were linked to phosphine‐PEG‐biotin through Staudinger ligation under optimized conditions.[25](#cbic201900716-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Biotin‐labelled proteins were subsequently enriched on avidin‐coated agarose beads, digested and analyzed by LC‐MS/MS. Label‐free quantification (LFQ)[26](#cbic201900716-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} of proteins enriched from pro‐N6azA‐treated samples, in comparison with DMSO‐treated controls, revealed several known AMPylated proteins, including PPME1, PFKP, SQSTM1, CTSB, CTSA and SCPEP1 as significant hits (Figure [1](#cbic201900716-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} C and Table S1). Moreover, a panel of previously unidentified targets, such as cysteine cathepsins CTSC and CTSZ, ABHD6, ACP2, PNPLA and TPP1, were identified solely with the new probe.

With the established chemical proteomic platform to hand, we next performed labelling of AMPylated proteins in living cells followed by fluorescence imaging. We started with control labelling in HeLa cells, which were treated with pro‐N6azA for 16 h, fixed and subsequently tagged with an alkyne‐TAMRA reagent by use of copper‐catalyzed azide--alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC; Figure [2](#cbic201900716-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} A). The distribution of the fluorescence signal revealed the majority of labelling occurring within the nucleus. There is also some degree of labelling in the cytoplasm, corroborating previous studies with the pro‐N6pA probe. Next, we performed pro‐N6azA labelling and fluorescence microscopy in living HeLa cells and fibroblasts. The probe was incubated with cells for 16 h, followed by staining with the DBCO‐TAMRA reagent. The cells were either directly imaged or incubated for an additional 24 h (Figure [2](#cbic201900716-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} B and C). Both sets of conditions resulted in intensive labelling for both cell lines. Indeed, comparison with HeLa cells not treated with the probe shows minimal background labelling with the DBCO‐TAMRA reagent (Figure S3). In particular, labelling in fibroblasts revealed a characteristic distribution of AMPylated proteins in the cytoplasm with a lack of fluorescence signal in the nucleus.[15](#cbic201900716-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

![Fluorescence imaging. A) Imaging with pro‐N6azA and alkyne‐TAMRA in fixed HeLa cells. B) Directional transport of labelled proteins towards the processes of fibroblasts imaged in living fibroblast cells by using a time‐lapse camera. White arrows point to the process of the cell. C) Pro‐N6azA probe staining in living HeLa and fibroblast cells with DBCO‐TAMRA 1 d after SPAAC. Control containing HeLa cells not treated with the probe, but treated with DBCO‐TAMRA shows minimal background labelling (Figure S3).](CBIC-21-1285-g002){#cbic201900716-fig-0002}

To demonstrate the utility of the pro‐N6azA probe as a tool for visualization of protein AMPylation dynamics with accurate spatiotemporal resolution, we took advantage of the SPAAC labelling in living cells. Fibroblast cells were treated with the probe and imaged in a time‐lapse series under a confocal laser scanning microscope, snapshots being taken every 20 s for a period of 25 minutes. Transport of AMPylated proteins across processes expanding out from the ends of the cell bodies could be followed over time (Figure [2](#cbic201900716-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} B). This directional transport might support the polarization of the cell body. Interestingly, incubation of the cells for an additional 24 h after SPAAC revealed remaining bright labelling, thus showing that protein AMPylation is a stable protein PTM (Figure [2](#cbic201900716-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} C). This further supports the hypothesis that AMPylation is involved in the maintenance of fibroblast cell morphology (Movies S1--S3).

In summary, protein AMPylation represents a largely uncharacterized protein post‐translational modification. Building on previous chemical proteomic studies with *N* ^6^‐propargyl adenosine pronucleotide, we introduce here a cell‐permeable *N* ^6^‐(2‐azidoethyl)adenosine phosphoramidate probe for labelling of AMPylated proteins in living cells by SPAAC with the DBCO‐TAMRA reagent. The probe enables strong labelling in living cells and visualizes the dynamics of protein AMPylation for at least one day. Finally, time‐lapse imaging shows the transportation of labelled proteins along processes in fibroblast cells. The pro‐N6azA probe, therefore, is a powerful chemical biology tool for complex studies on protein AMPylation under various conditions.
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